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Question: 1 
   
What does reaching the terminating pseudostate mean? 
 
A. The context object of the state machine is terminated. 
B. The enclosing region is completed. 
C. The final state has been reached. 
D. A completion transition has occurred. 
E. The "do" activity of the current state has completed. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 2 
   
What are valid ways to present a component’s artifacts file, such as a jar file? (Choose two.) 
 
A. stereotype of class with keyword <<file>> with a solid arrow pointing to the related 
component 
B. stereotype of class with keyword <<archive>> with a dashed arrow pointing to the related 
component 
C. stereotype of a component with keyword <<archive>> with a dashed arrow pointing to the 
related component 
D. as a compartment of a related component 
E. stereotype of a component with keyword <<file>> with a solid arrow pointing to the related 
component 
 

Answer: B, D     
 

Question: 3 
   
How many arrows can point from a flow final node? 
 
A. one 
B. any number 
C. none 
D. two 
 

Answer: C     
 



Question: 4 
   
What is NOT a correct assertion? 
 
A. A model element can be extended by several stereotypes at the same time. 
B. Un-applying a profile from a model deleted stereotypes extending the model. 
C. Stereotypes extending a model element can be retracted at any time. 
D. Stereotypes extending a model element are immutable. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 5 
   
Instances of the Communication Path class connect instances of which classes in a deployment 
diagram? 
 
A. Instance Specification and Deployment Specification 
B. Deployment Target and Deployed Artifact 
C. Node and Property 
D. Node and Signal 
E. two Nodes 
 

Answer: E     
 

Question: 6 
   
When either a message m or a message q is to be sent-but not both-what kind of operator for 
combined fragment would be used? 
 
A. var 
B. break 
C. opt 
D. par 
E. alt 
 

Answer: E     
 

Question: 7 
   
What is a combined fragment? 



 
A. more than one interaction combined in an interaction overview diagram 
B. an interaction occurrence covering more than one lifeline 
C. the combination of decomposed lifelines 
D. a construct with interaction operands and in interaction operator. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 8 
   
What might a connector specify? 
 
A. dependencies 
B. classes 
C. associations 
D. messages 
E. links 
 

Answer: E     
 

Question: 9 
   
In the exhibit, how many of the arrows must provide values for the outgoing arrow to be given a 
value? 

 
 
A. none 
B. three 
C. one 
D. two 
 

Answer: B     
 



Question: 10 
   
What types of features may a component possess? 
 
A. attributes, but not operations 
B. attributes and operations 
C. neither attributes nor operations 
D. operations, but not attributes 
 

Answer: B     
 


